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ABSTRACT:

A large data set of input RAW photos for 3D reconstruction of historical paper model of Prague is presented in this paper. The data
acquisition process and its organisation are described in detail together with color and camera calibration algorithms used. Moreover,
a complete reconstruction work-flow together with several cultural heritage applications are briefly presented. The subject of this 3D
reconstruction has been the Langweil model of Prague, originally created in the first half of 19th century. Three parts of this model with
different characteristics are afforded for computer scientists through the internet.

1. INTRODUCTION

The cultural heritage reconstruction is really popular in these
days. It is mainly due to the high improvement in computer vi-
sion methods and in capabilities of current graphics hardware,
which are able to present huge amount of data photo-realistically.
One of cultural heritage monuments are scale city models. The
reconstruction of such models enables walk through the ancient
cities and simulates their behaviour. This is interesting both for
historians and public. Several projects have already started with
scale city model reconstruction. One of the most famous is Rome
Reborn project (Guidi et al., 2005) whose first part has ended at
2007, followed by reconstruction of other scale city models like
Prague, Beijing (Zhu et al., 2009), Toul (Chevrier et al., 2010)
or Hamburg (Kersten et al., 2012). Each of these city models
have different properties like material, colours, scale, and size.
All of them have one common attribute – they are complex. Due
to this, the reconstruction of these models reminds reconstruction
of real cities and the reconstruction techniques are similar with
little differences. The collection of data necessary for cities re-
construction requires a lot of resources (time, money, etc.), thus
data owners do not want to share them or scientists are limited by
non-disclosure agreements. So the reconstruction methods are
mostly suited for just one case, they are not robust and general.

The purpose of this paper is to allow a comparison among similar
reconstruction techniques and to enable testing on real data for
all scientists who do not have the opportunity to work with these
unique inputs. The fraction of the Langweil model of Prague is
described in the paper. The originally taken data are provided on
the web site (D. Sedlacek et al., 2011) managed by CTU in Prague
with the permission of City of Prague museum. Three parts of the
scale city model are provided in original RAW format, represent-
ing more than 7000 photos. We present a complete documenta-
tion describing data organisation, scanning equipment and pro-
cesses necessary for testing and improving current computer vi-
sion algorithms. These data are suitable for testing colour preser-
vation, camera calibration, multiview stereo, geometry recon-
struction, image based modelling, texture extraction, and many
others.

Author’s draft copy originally published in International Journal of Heritage
in Digital Era 2013 2(2), (D. Sedlacek et al., 2013).

The Langweil model of Prague1 is a historical coloured paper
model of the Prague city center. The model digitisation process
has been started in 2006 for the purpose of model conservation
and collection of complex materials about the model enabling
detailed studies by the museum experts. The uniqueness of the
model is mainly in its historical importance, level of details, rich
textures and large number of objects like houses, shelters or trees.
These properties make described digitization project unique in
a world scale. Similar comprehensive cultural heritage digitisa-
tion projects are the Rome reborn project (Guidi et al., 2005), the
Parthenon project (Debevec, 2005), and the project of digitisa-
tion Michelangelo’s David statue (Levoy et al., 2000). The main
differences from these projects are in the applied reconstruction
method (here the photogrammetric reconstruction) and in the fact
that individual textures are created for all reconstructed objects.
More extensive study about 3D documentation of cultural her-
itage sites together with methods for model reconstruction, gener-
ation, segmentation and visualisation can be found at (Remondino
et al., 2010; Manferdini et al., 2012).
The photogrammetric reconstruction technique was chosen for
two reasons. Firstly, it is necessary to generate detailed textures
for the resulting 3D model. Secondly, the museum experts pro-
hibited any type of intensive lighting (e.g., laser scanning or high-
powered flashing) and model touching, while requiring the preci-
sion of the reconstructed model to be better than 1 mm. The basic
idea of photogrammetric reconstruction method lies in observing
projections of a real model point on several photos taken from dif-
ferent positions. The model point is marked on the photos where
it is visible. When the camera properties are known (camera posi-
tion, orientation, focal length, CCD chip size), a virtual 3D point
can be computed by intersecting the rays projected from camera
centers to the markers on the photos. A detailed description of
photogrammetric reconstruction can be found in (Hartley et al.,
2004).
In this paper we briefly present the entire reconstruction process
from data acquisition through geometry reconstruction and tex-
ture creation to the final presentation. The reconstruction pro-
cess consists of several steps which required development or cus-
tomization of current algorithms and tools. The length of the pa-
per prohibits us from describing all parts of the process in detail.
Thus, we single out the parts of the project that are necessary to
understand the data collection, mainly model scanning process,

1 http://www.langweil.cz
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Figure 1: From left to right: the Langweil model of Prague at City of Prague Museum, a single model part, a wall with millimetre ruler.

color and camera calibration, and texture extraction. The detailed
description of the reconstruction process is the basis for another
article currently in preparation.
Model reconstruction was carried out in 2006-2010 by Visual
Connection a.s. company, currently known as Visual Unity a.s. 2,
in cooperation with the Czech Technical University in Prague.

The Langweil model of Prague: The oldest model of Prague
was created by Antonín Langweil between years 1826-1837 and
is placed in the City of Prague Museum 3. It is made of paper and
illustrated by pen-and-ink drawings. The model’s size is about
3.5 m × 6 m in the scale 1:480, thus the real covered area is
about 1.6km × 2.6km. There are more than 2000 buildings cor-
responding to land register and almost 7000 other unique objects
like shelters, small walls, statues and trees. The ground captured
in the model varies throughout the area – the Old Town part of
Prague is mostly planar, while the rest of the model, located on
the other side of the river Vltava, offers hilly terrain dominated
by the Prague Castle and its gardens. The model itself consists of
57 parts, each with different number of objects and complexity,
see Fig. 1.
We have chosen 3 parts of the Langweil model and afforded them
for a scientific purposes with the permission of the City of Prague
museum. The data sets are provided for free after submission of
registration. Data and registration form are located on the web-
page (D. Sedlacek et al., 2011). The model parts were selected
with respect to the model size, reconstruction complexity and va-
riety of terrain, see Fig. 2.

Part 9: small, compact piece. It is suitable for study of 3D re-
construction algorithms. Terrain: flat.

Part 8: more exacting piece, with streets and complex geome-
try. Dealing with current state-of-the-art in 3D reconstruction.
Terrain: flat.

Part 27: this piece contains a lot of occlusions caused by terrain
variations and a huge number of trees. Suitable for the most
robust algorithms testing. Terrain: hilly, a lot of rough sur-
faces.

2. RELATEDWORKS IN SCALE CITY
RECONSTRUCTION

The first of scale city reconstruction projects was Rome Reborn
project (Guidi et al., 2005) (1996 - 2008). The laser scanning

2 http://www.visualunity.com
3 http://www.muzeumprahy.cz
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Figure 2: Data sample, three separate parts of the Langweil model
in an appropriate scale.

was extensively used to capture a large plaster-of-Paris model of
ancient Rome. The original model (16×17 meters) is created in
a scale of 1:250 and it was finished in 1970s. The model was
scanned from three different point of views, 50 million points
were captured from each view. Other seven views were than cho-
sen to obtain more accurate data and data in occluded parts using
another laser device. The large point-cloud was split into blocks
covering 2×2 meters each. The blocks were then processed sep-
arately for point-cloud filtering, mesh generation, hole filling and
topology repair followed by the smoothing of the building fa-
cades in order to lower the measurement of noise, which was
mostly user driven (Guidi et al., 2005). The main monuments
of Rome (like Roman Forum, Colosseum or the Circus Max-
imus) were synthetically generated and inserted to the appropriate
places. Textures for the model was created synthetically, due to
the fact that the original model was made of plaster.
The scale model of Toul was created in 1860s of wood and paper
in a scale of 1:600. It is composed of 20 pieces, called tables.
One table contains town model (2.31×2.23m) the other tables
contain the countryside. Chevier at al. (Chevrier et al., 2010) de-
cided to use combination of laser scanning with photogrammetric
methods to capture the model. The ground geometry was created
by laser scanning. The buildings and other obstacles were man-
ually removed from laser-scanned data and formed holes were
filled. The photogrammetry methods was applied to create build-



ings from photographs. Each of buildings roof was manually cre-
ated in PhotoModeler with low accuracy, due to the scale of the
model and a resolution of photographs. The roofs were than auto-
matically refined and building walls were created based on roofs
projection to the ground. The textures for building walls were
synthesized based on user observations. The innovative part of
this work is in the roofs refinement phase but the accuracy of the
reconstruction is uncertain. Themodel visualizationwas later dis-
cussed by Humbert at al. (Humbert et al., 2011).
A 3D reconstruction of a historical wooden model of Hamburg
(1:1000) is described at (Kersten et al., 2012). Authors captured
2 million points per scan by fringe projection system in point dis-
tance between 0.004-0.31mmwhat corresponds approximately to
40 micron. The whole city area was covered by 431 scans which
corresponds to a data volume of 821 million points. Overlapping
scans were registered using marks attached to the model. Trans-
formed, merged and remeshed scans produced one point-cloud of
42 million triangles. The dense data were than used to automati-
cally extract footprints of the city. Simple buildings (4 walls and
simple gable roof) were generated automatically by plane find-
ing in the area of each building ground plane. The more complex
buildings were manually created in CAD systemwith point-cloud
support. The textures were not created for the model, nor the col-
ors.
Zhu at al. (Zhu et al., 2009) mention in their work a reconstruc-
tion of Beijing old city model. The model was made of wood in
1950s in a scale of 1:1000. The model itself cover total area of
75m2. The authors combine point-cloud created by a structured
light scanning with stereo image pair to improve the quality of
edges of the scanned model. The reconstruction technique was
tested only on one model building and it is not clear, if the model
reconstruction continues.
Other scale city models reconstruction projects were published
in German by Nebiker at al. (Nebiker et al., 2009) and Jedrze-
jas at al (Jedrzejas et al., 2009). Wooden model of Duisburg in
a scale of 1:500 was captured by terrestrial laser scanning (Je-
drzejas et al., 2009). The captured point-cloud was then used
together with specially created ortho-image for elevation data ex-
traction and construction of city ground plan which were used to
an automated model objects generation. The generated models
were than manually repaired. The complex buildings were also
created manually. Textures for reconstructed model objects were
not taken from original model but were adapted from real build-
ings in Duisburg from similar time era.
Nebiker at al. (Nebiker et al., 2009) compare the suitability of
different 3D measuring techniques for reconstructing the geom-
etry and a texture of hand-painted historic model of Solothurn
in an approximate scale of 1:500. They combine laser scanning
with close range photogrammetry and with video from digital HD
camera. Model buildings were automatically generated from roof
geometry and triangulated mesh captured by laser scanner. The
textures were semi-automatically extracted from photographs.
The project of Langweil model reconstruction can be compared
with the others from several points of view, like physical model
properties (scale and size, material), used reconstruction tech-
nique (pure photogrammetry, laser scanning, combination of pre-
vious), amount of human work and achieved accuracy (in model
geometry and texture). The most similar projects seems to be
the reconstruction of Toul (Chevrier et al., 2010) and Solothurn
(Nebiker et al., 2009). It is hard to compare the results mainly due
to the fact, that the original Langweil model was created in much
higher detail. The most significant difference from related works
is in the way how the buildings walls were created. All works
share similar workflow where building roofs are firstly created

and then the roof boundary is projected to the ground what forms
the walls. This procedure was not applicable in case of Langweil
model because each roof exceeds the house walls and the length
of overhang vary across model buildings like in real Prague. The
presumption of perfect walls perpendicularity to the ground does
not correspond to an accuracy specified by the museum also.
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Figure 3: Reconstruction workflow.

3. WORKFLOW

The Langweil model reconstruction can be divided into five con-
secutive steps, see Fig. 3. Firstly, the photos of each part from
different positions and angles are taken. This data acquisition
process (together with a specially designed image browser) is de-
scribed in section 4. The following step of the process is camera
calibration described in section 5. An approximate reconstruc-
tion of the model was carried out in parallel to the calibration in
order to save time. When the camera calibrations are known, this
approximate reconstruction is upgraded to precise and detailed
metric reconstruction of the model. Different kinds of objects
(buildings, chimneys, trees, ground) are created using various au-
tomatic or semi-automatic approaches described in section 6.
Once a 3D model is created, the textures are generated for each
face of the model. The texture creation process (called textura-
tion, see section 7) takes information from many different photos
and combines them into a final texture for each face of the model.



The final step of the reconstruction process is the model comple-
tion where all separately reconstructed parts are transformed into
one global space.

4. DATA ACQUISITION

Due to the paper nature of the model, museum experts prohib-
ited standard types of scanners, lasers, high-powered flashing and
model touching. For this reason, a special robot was developed
for the acquisition purposes. The robot automatically took pho-
tos of one model part from several camera positions and orien-
tations, see Fig. 4a. For the remainder of this paper, the photos
looking parallel to the z-axis are referred to as top views, while
the photos taken under a non-zero angle δ from the z-axis are re-
ferred to as side views. Notice that the character of the model
prevented us from taking bottom views and photos perpendicular
to the model’s walls. The whole scanning took two months of
non-stop operation, during which almost 250 000 photos in 4K
resolution (4096 × 4094 pixels) were obtained.
This chapter describes facts necessary to fully understand the ac-
quired data collection. Firstly, the coordinate system common
for each part is described, see section 4.1, then the organisation
of provided data is depicted, section 4.2. The camera description
is in section 4.3 followed by section dedicated to develop of RAW
images.

4.1 Coordinate System Definition
Each model part was photographed in the perpendicular view on
the table with 4 calibration marks, see Fig. 4b. The coordinates
[X, Y, Z] are derived from the centres of calibration marks. The
coordinate system origin is computed from the marks positions,
while the table plane gives the zero height, i.e. z = 0. The marks
positions are in the Fig. 4b. The marks are in the image distin-
guished by a count of white dots.
The X,Y distance between viewing points is always 30mm for
δ = 0 and 45mm for δ ̸= 0. The Z axis (the height) distance
is 40mm, only in the case of part 27 the Z axis step is smaller
in the hilly areas. The discrete Z axis viewing points naturally
forms the layers, as refereed in this text, which corresponds to the
focus plane. Each viewing point was captured from 17 different
angles. Three different elevation angles δ [0; 20; 45] were used
and 8 different azimuths ω for non–zero δ [0–315, step 45], see
Fig. 4a. Due to used shift lens (sec. 4.3), the focus plane at side
views (δ ̸= 0) is parallel to the table plane and not to the plane
of camera chip. The viewing points was planned before scanning
start to take only photos containing objects in the focus plane and
to avoid collisions of the robot with tall model parts. For this
reason some viewing points are ”missing” at lower layers (smaller
Z position).

4.2 Data organisation
Each image file is named by combination of several attributes ob-
tained during scanning process. The file name and path structure
are as follows:

\PART\ELEVATION_AZIMUTH\
\X_Y_Z_PART_ELEVATION_AZIMUTH_UID.tif

where each attribute corresponds to the Table 1.
We can analyse for example the file:
0210_0060_030_27_20_120_689456.tif. The model part is
27. Viewing point has coordinates [210, 60, 30], camera orienta-
tion is 20◦ in elevation and 120◦ in azimuth. The system path to
this file is \27\20_120\.
More photo properties are available additionally to the file name.
The additional data are stored in the csv format, the file name

ù
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45°

(a)

(b)
Figure 4: Data acquisition process: (a) Schematic view of auto-
matically captured photos. Yellow points depict viewing points,
red points are cameras looking at the same viewpoint from several
directions. (b) Orto-photo coordinate system. Part of the image
is covered by a grid with 30mm step to show the scale of acquired
data. The grid corresponds to the distance between viewing points
which are marked by dots.

is db.csv. The list of properties with detailed description are de-
scribed in technical report (D. Sedlacek et al., 2012).

4.3 Camera
The project conditions made impossible to use a standard camera.
The specially designed macro camera was built from standard ac-
cessories. The digital camera back P20 from Phase One (Phase
One, 2005) was used together with macro shift lens. The im-
age resolution of the camera back is 16Mpx, 16bit/channel, while
the chip size is 36.9 × 36.9mm. The focal length of the lens is
120mm, more precisely the RODENSTOCKApo-Macro-Sironar
digital, 1:5.6, f=120mmwas used. All photos were taken with the
same camera settings, see Table 2.
The photos taken under different elevation angles had set front
lamella differently. Due to this, the photographs had always fo-
cus plane parallel to the table plane. The distance between front
and back lamella was δ = 15.5mm, see Fig. 5. The angles for
different elevations are in Table 3.

Image Format Specification: All photos are stored in com-
pressed RAW format produced by CaptureOne application which
is supplied together with digital back P20. The RAW images are
stored together with 254 × 255px thumbnail which is viewable
by standard image browsers. The file size of each RAW image



attribute description digits
PART part number 2

ELEVATION δ angle 2
AZIMUTH ω angle 3

X x axis coordinate 4
Y y axis coordinate 4
Z z axis coordinate 3

UID unique picture number 6

Table 1: File naming conventions. Angles are in degrees. Axis
coordinates are in millimetres and correspond to the viewing
points, see Fig. 4a.

camera aperture 22
exposure time 1/30
ISO speed rating ISO 50

Table 2: Camera exposure settings.

P20

shutter
& lens

a

d

Figure 5: Camera schematic view.

elevation 0◦ 20◦ 45◦

α 0◦ 4.8◦ 13◦

Table 3: Lamella angles.

is approximately 20MB, uncompressed to TIFF format occupies
96MB. The resolution of each photo is 4096 × 4094 px.

4.4 Colour preservation

The lighting conditions was controlled during the scanning pro-
cess. The paper model was scanned in the black room hiding all
disturbing lighting. The only light source was the camera lighting
device with controlled light intensity.
The RAW image develop can be set up by one calibration photo
and applied to the whole photo set, due to the controlled lighting.
The calibration photo consists of several useful calibration charts,
see Fig. 6. The 18% grey matt plane is in the top left corner,
GC18 (Danes-Picta, 2006b). Colour&Grey Contour Chart with
millimetre ruler, BST1 (Danes-Picta, 2006a), is on the right side
of the image. Finally, one model part for size referential is in the
bottom left corner. The millimetre rule on the calibration chart
is in the same height as the ground in the referential model, i.e.
60mm above the table. The focus plane is in the first scanning
layer, i.e. 75mm above the table.
The first necessary step for the use of data is the RAW image
develop. The image develop process was done using the Dave
Cofins dcraw (Coffin, 2006) software and it is described in detail
in technical report (D. Sedlacek et al., 2012).
The result of process described in mentioned paper are following
program parameters applicable to the whole data set.

dcraw -W -b 1.185 -r 3.45 1 1.193 1.0132 *.tif

Figure 6: Photo used for color calibration. On the left is an un-
calibrated image with highlighted rectangular region used for
white balance estimation. On the right is truth-colour image.

The -W parameter turns off the automatic brightness adjustment
and uses the -b value. It is necessary to turn off automatic bright-
ness, because the model was scanned on the dark velvet and in
the boundary model parts there is more black and the automatic
brightness fails. On the other hand, the lighting device was little
unstable and more sophisticated brightness estimation for each
photo individually would be helpful. We have solved the small
differences in the brightness in the texturation phase, see sec-
tion 7.

5. CALIBRATION

Photogrammetric approach to camera calibration proceeds by
marking projections of some of the model points on the pho-
tos and estimating the camera parameters (such as camera posi-
tion, orientation or focal length) from these projections. The total
amount of 250 000 photos divided into 57 parts, each with up to
14 000 photos, poses two problems.
Firstly, given the nature of the scene, we need to precisely mark
milions ofmodel points (each onmore than 3 photos) for the prob-
lem to be well conditioned. It is intractable to perform this task
manually. We therefore apply an automatic matching algorithm,
namely one based on SIFT (Lowe, 2004), which gives us point
correspondences among image pairs. Typically, we end up with
2 to 6 thousand point matches for one image pair. After matching
all image pairs, we simultaneously synthesize these image-pair
matches into longer tracks (a track is defined as a set of projec-
tions of a single model point) and filter them by various methods,
such as feature space outlier rejection described in (Lowe, 2004),
RANSAC or the following novel topological filteringmethod, we
describe below.
For every track, we define a graph G(V,E), whose vertex set
V is the set of all the photos this track goes through. To de-
fine the edge set E of this graph, we add an edge for every pair
of photos between which a correspondence has been detected.
For an ideal matching algorithm, this graph would be complete
(with E =

(
V
2

)
). In practice, however, the application of cur-

rent matching algorithms (like SIFT) results in graphs that tend
to be rather sparse. A graph with a lot of missing edges points
at difficulties with matching the underlying model point and thus
indicates a higher probability of the track being corrupted by false
matches. For example, the presence of a bridge in this graph im-
plies that there is a significant probability that this bridge-edge
is a result of a mismatch of the automatic matching algorithm (a
bridge is an edge in a connected graph, whose removal leads to
the graph being disconnected). Thus, whenever we have a choice,
we prefer to use tracks with high edge-connectivity in the input
for the camera calibration estimation. The algorithm (Nagamochi



Figure 7: From left to right: Application for marking points of interest, approximate reconstruction in top projection, approximate
reconstruction in perspective projection with roofs’ textures applied. The instability of z-coordinates (encircled in green) can be seen
in the right image.

et al., 1992) is used to calculate the edge-connectivity for a given
graph.
Secondly, it is not possible to apply a general camera calibration
algorithm on inputs of this size. We exploited the topology of the
scene and started by calibrating only the top views. All of the top
view cameras differ mostly only by translation, so matching these
images is trivial for the SIFT algorithm. Along with some basic
filtering, this results in an outlier-free input for the calibration
process. We then apply a modified version of a commercial cal-
ibration tool (RealVIZ MatchMover) to calibrate the scene. We
continue by triangulating (Hartley et al., 2004) the points visible
on more than 2 of the currently calibrated cameras. After that, we
use resection to estimate the uncalibrated cameras on which suf-
ficient amount of triangulated points are marked. These last two
steps are repeated until all cameras are calibrated (occasionally,
we perform several iterations of bundle adjustment with fixed
cameras or fixed 3D points to stabilize the result). In this way,
the camera calibration is obtained along with a 3D point cloud
model. The camera calibrations represent essential information
for the reconstruction, since we use it to triangulate the points
forming the resulting 3Dmodel and for texturation. The 3D point
cloud is used as an input for various semi-automatic algorithms,
see section 6.

6. GEOMETRY RECONSTRUCTION

Due to the variability of the 3D objects, we have separated the ge-
ometry reconstruction into 4 different processes using different
approaches and algorithms. It is divided into house/wall mod-
elling, which is fully human controlled process, and three dif-
ferent automatic algorithms for reconstruction of the chimneys,
trees, and ground. The chimneys reconstruction is based on image
processing algorithms, while the trees and ground reconstruction
works with 3D point cloud.

6.1 Approximate reconstruction

The approximate reconstruction was started in parallel with cam-
era calibration by manually selecting initial points of interest in
top view photos. We have decided to select following points of
interest:

• roofs, i.e. corners of roofs and edges connecting them to-
gether,

• bases of a building – the line where wall is connected with
ground,

• chimneys – centers of chimney caps as a future assistance for
automatic process,

• trees – centers of tree-tops as a future assistance for an auto-
matic process.

The aim of this process is to mark these points of interest on mul-
tiple photos.
Commercial software packages use the following workflow. The
user starts marking one point on the first photo and has to find
and mark this model point on other photos in the entire data set.
Similarly, other model points are specified. Finally, the user pro-
ceeds to define edges connecting already marked points to form
polygons. This approach requires very frequent switching among
the photos, thus reducing user’s concentration and efficiency.
We have designed and implemented a new workflow which is
much better in the case of processing a huge amount of photos.
All features visible on one photo are marked in the first step in-
cluding the edges and the polygons, see Fig. 7. The positions
of these are predicted when the user moves to the neighbouring
photo. Minor adjustments plus specifications of possible new fea-
tures are required from the user. The advantage of this approach is
that the user processes any photo just once, which leads to better
speed and precision.
When the camera calibrations are known, points marked in this
step are triangulated to form a 3D model. Because the orientation
of all of the cameras used in this step is parallel with the z-axis,
the resulting 3D points have precise position in x-, y-axis, but the
height (z-axis) is unstable, Fig. 7. This inaccuracy is reduced in
the following steps when information from side views is added.

6.2 Walls and roofs

Standard photogrammetric method, similar to the one presented
in section 6.1, was chosen for building reconstruction. Operators
were asked to mark points of interest such as building corners
on several photos. The 3D point is then triangulated from these
corresponding markers. Finally, the 3D points are connected by
edges into faces, see Fig. 8 right. We have used a specially mod-
ified commercial photogrammetry software, the ImageModeler
(Fig. 8 left). The roofs selected in section 6.1 were imported
with all appropriate photos into ImageModeler and the user task
was to repair errors shown in Figure 7 and to add walls and other
geometries.

6.3 Chimneys reconstruction

The Langweil model of Prague contains over 11 thousand chim-
neys, some of which can be seen in Figure 9. Reconstructing a
chimney manually requires its vertices to be marked on several
photos, which results in intractable time requirements, especially
since the precision of the reconstructed vertices must be signifi-
cantly better than our general tolerance of 1 mm. This is because
the chimneys are small structures themselves (the shorter side is



Figure 8: ImageModeler. Application view and example of single points and final geometry.

typically 2-3 mm long) so an error of up to 1 mm would result in
a 3D model that would not be aesthetically pleasing.

Figure 9: Chimneys

For this reason, we have developed a semi-automatic algorithm to
reconstruct a chimney from its approximate positions on several
photos taken from the top cameras. The large number of detected
objects, the variability of their shapes and textures and the pres-
ence of structures of similar appearance on the photos make it
hard to design an algorithm to perform the detection of the chim-
ney’s boundary. Specifically, we tried to avoid the use of any
hard-to-tweak thresholding parameters. Instead, our algorithm
finds top parts (chimney caps) first, while the side parts are pro-
jected later towards a roof.

Figure 10: A single chimney marked on two photographs.

We assume the user defined input from section 6.1 (2D points
marking the top parts of the chimneys) and the calibration data
from section 5. An example of the input can be seen in Figure 10.
Note that we only require the marker to be placed somewhere on
the projection of the chimney’s top part.

6.4 Trees reconstruction

As with chimneys, the trees were marked during the approxi-
mate reconstruction phase, see 6.1. Operators have placed a point
marker on the top of each visible tree. The task for automatic al-
gorithm was to accurately estimate the position of the tree-top,
the tree size and the tree height. The trees in Langweil model
have common properties. The tree top resembles a spheroid, the
size (spheroid diameter) is approximately 1.5 cm for each tree and
the proportion of the trunk to the tree top is 1:2. The real model
trees are made from thin wires and cotton. Since there are more
than 5000 trees in the original paper model, all trees have been
represented by a single polygonal model to speed up rendering.

6.5 Ground reconstruction

A supervised process was used for the ground reconstruction. The
user-guided segmentation method based on graph-cut algorithm
(Boykov et al., 2004) was applied to select ground points from the
3D point cloud obtained in section 5. 2D Voronoi triangulation
was applied to automatically generate the final mesh. Further de-
tails about segmentation process can be found in Sedlacek et al.
(D. Sedlacek et al., 2009).

6.6 Work organisation

The huge amount of data and the used reconstruction method nec-
essarily need enormous amount of human operator hours. The
easiest way is the parallelization of human work from each state
of the workflow, mainly in the approximate reconstruction phase
(section 6.1) and in the 3D modeling phase (section 6.2). The
following issues were considered during the project.

1. Task separability.

2. Data distribution.

3. Quality control.

4. Final combination of each separated task.

The basic parallelization utilizes an original model separability
since the Langweil model consists of 57 detachable parts. Due to
the different sizes of the model parts, the difficulty of the recon-
struction and time requirements vary through the data set. While
the calibration needs to be done for each part at once, the feature
extraction and modelling phase can be separated with a higher
granularity. We have decided to separate tasks based on blocks
of houses for approximate reconstruction phase. In the 3D mod-
eling phase, the tasks covered even smaller amount of objects,
usually 3 neighbouring houses.



The time schedule of the project required almost 20 operators to
work in parallel over one year. To optimise time and space re-
quirements the distant work model was chosen. Each operator
received one task over the internet and when he has finished, he
submitted the results for quality control and integration. Several
applications were developed for data distribution, mainly photo
distribution on worker’s demand and the automatic work assign-
ment (if one worker has finished his task, he asked for another at
any time).
Each finished task was verified during quality control. While the
approximate reconstruction phase was evaluated partly automat-
ically (cross references, wrong polygons), the modelling phase
needed to be fully checked by a human. A few well trained oper-
ators took every finished task and decided its acceptance. Small
errors were fixed immediately by them, results with serious errors
were sent back to the operators.
Two practical rules were kept when processing one model part.
Firstly, every object was managed by one worker only, no work
duplication was allowed due to the possible creation of ghost arti-
facts. Secondly, individual objects were modelled in a coordinate
system related to the local origin of each of 57 model parts. The
later rule made the final composition of all objects easier.
Our work organisation enabled continuous work and its synchro-
nization for more than 170 operators4 from all over the Czech
republic and neighbouring countries during the project.

7. TEXTURATION

The task of texturation process is to acquire textures for each
model face from photos with known camera calibrations and
model geometry. This process consists of 3 steps:

1. texture extraction from photos by raycasting

2. texture registration via deformation models

3. building-up the final textures from extracted and registered
ones

Due to the nature of reconstruction the polygons are not neces-
sarily planar. We divide these polygons into parts that are suffi-
ciently planar. Every such part is then fitted using single plane
for which a corresponding texture array is defined by a projec-
tion of this polygonal part into the plane. Textures are extracted
from photos by casting a ray from the camera center to each pixel
of the texture array. Resolution of the extracted textures is pro-
grammable, although it is limited by the resolution of the photos
and affected by the angle of view of the face.
During texture extraction we do not acquire only color values of
the texture, but also other properties important for further process-
ing. We have chosen following properties similarly as Callieri at
al. (Callieri et al., 2008):

• level of focusing/blurriness from information about camera
point of view and depth of field,

• occlusion by other model faces, see Fig. 11,

• observation angle of faces relative to camera, see Fig. 11,

• reflections caused by illumination of specular surface of
model during making of photos.

4 Approximately 60 workers on rough reconstruction phase and 110 on the 3D mod-
eling phase.

Figure 11: The model self occlusion. The visibility is depicted
by color areas. The red area is visible even in photos with narrow
observation angle (photo in red rectangle). The blue area is visi-
ble only on side photos (photo in blue rectangle). The yellow part
is not visible in any photo. The blurriness caused by narrow ob-
servation angle is visible on the texture obtained from the photo
in red rectangle.

In the second phase, image registration method is used for more
accurate (at the level of pixels) matching of the textures corre-
sponding to one model face. This step has to be done before
building-up the final texture from the textures acquired from the
photos made from different views. A deformation model de-
scribed by Shekhovstov et al. (Shekhovtsov et al., 2008) is used
to find the 2-dimensional discrete mappings. Textures are trans-
formed to referential ones using this mapping and bilinear inter-
polation.
During the third phase, the final texture for model is built-up from
extracted textures. The values mentioned above like focusing, oc-
clusion and reflections define weights of each pixel. Contribution
to the final texture is influenced by these weights. Textures are
sorted according to them and the final texture is composed of the
best evaluated texture by sequentially adding better valued pixels
from the other ones. By this process we can get textures which
are sharp and without reflections and occlusions over whole their
area.

8. RECONSTRUCTED MODELS

The reconstructed polygonal models, see Fig. 12, are provided
with input photos together at website (D. Sedlacek et al., 2011).
The models are in VRML and X3D format with PNG textures
in highest possible resolution. The models can be used for algo-
rithms verification. Due to high amount of manual refinements
(geometry and texture), they can be considered as a ground truth.
The models are completely annotated using following name con-
ventions.
general objects _XX_YYYA_Z
automatically generated chimneys _XX_YYYA_Z_x
ground _XX_baseY

Where capital letters stand for:

XX model part number

YYY building unique identification number in one model
part

A letter distinguishing the same geometry type in one
building

Z geometry type, see next table.



Figure 12: Reconstructed models. a, b, c - parts 9, 8, 27 respectively, model parts are shown in the same scale. Other model parts are
in closer detail: d - part 9, e, g - part 8, f - part 27.

Figure 13: A comparison between original photo and the 3D model. Photo taken by Canon EOS-1DS and a wall detail from the same
photo are on the left. The left photo was not used in the reconstruction process and there was not performed any color correction. On
the right is a similar view of the 3D model as was the photo. The wall details are shown close together for better detail comparison.

The following geometry types are distinguished in the model:

0 roof
1 building wall
2 chimney
3 small wall, fence
9 special geometry, like statues, fountains

In the model part 8 the chimneys were created manually for test-
ing purposes, while in the other two parts the chimneys were gen-
erated automatically and marked with letter _x at the end of the
name. Trees are in the part 27, they do not have assigned any spe-
cial name and ID neither. The trees are grouped into one group
named _Trees. The trees are transformed instances of one tree,
which is stored in directory .\common\vege.

One texture exists for each mesh, the texture name is the
same like a mesh name. All textures are stored in the folder
.\XX_maps where XX is the model part number. Each manually
created chimney (part 8) has own texture, on the other hand,
other chimneys (part 9 and 27) are typified during automatic
process and several chimneys share the same textures stored in
.\common\chimneys.

Several meshes are grouped together by identical ID to form a
building entity. For example small house (ID = 1256) in model
part 9 is made of roof (_09_1256_0) house wall (_09_1256_1)
and two automatically generated chimneys (_09_1256a_2_x,
_09_1256b_2_x).

The comparison of reconstructed model and a photo of original
model can be seen at Figure 13. The original photo color does
not correspond to reconstructed model due to different lighting
conditions during taking of the photo.

9. CULTURAL HERITAGE PRESENTATION

Several applications and presentations of 3D Langweil model
have been created. The presentation techniques have reflected
different demands of the target users.

9.1 Applications for museum experts

Two applications were designed specifically for the museum his-
torians and for the architects, who compare the current state of
Prague in historical context of Langweil model. The first appli-
cation is the IBR (Image Based Render) viewer, which allows
browsing almost 250 000 high quality photos of the model in nat-
ural way. The second application is a kind of GIS (Geographic
Information System) with a wide number of functions, including
annotations, 3D data filtering, interactive presentation and navi-
gation, measurement of distances, and comparison with other dig-
ital resources, see Fig. 14.
The primary goal of those two applications is exploration and fur-
ther research in the field of culture heritage not the model preser-
vation. It is due to the fact that the museum of Prague has its own
procedures for the long term preservation of digital records. For
this all collected digital materials about the model are stored in
the museum archives also.

9.2 Applications enriching the original model

These are presentations expanding the experience from the real
model directly in the museum. Two kiosks with touch screens
have been installed in the roomwith the Langweil model. Visitors
can use them to investigate hidden, hardly accessible or distant
parts of the model or to simulate a fly over the old Prague. Sim-
ilar application is used for educational lectures about historical
Prague organised for special groups of visitors. Finally, a short
3Dmovie (about 7minutes) of themodel fly-throughwas created.



Figure 14: The application for museum experts is a kind of GIS.

The movie is projected in a small 3D cinema which was build
directly in the museum using passive stereo projection. These
applications, mainly the 3D movie, extremely increased the in-
terest in the original paper model. The final 3D Langweil model
is shown in Fig. 16.
Further, the reconstructed model was used for presentation pur-
poses in the old Jewish town exhibition organized at the Prague
castle. Twelve synagogues were rendered and presented using
auto-stereoscopic monitor. Few of these buildings were demol-
ished more than one hundred years ago.
Few buildings were also created by a rapid prototyping for a pos-
sibility of closer exploration of buildings in the center of the origi-
nal model. Unfortunately the model preparation for the rapid pro-
totyping is problematic due to the nature of reconstructed model
(polygonal planes corresponding to a paper sheets) and it is not
possible to use data directly.

9.3 Applications for the public

A lot of museum visitors all over the world wish to take some
part of the exhibit back to their homes. This is not different in
the case of the Langweil model. The visitors can buy a DVD
copy of the 3D model where they can virtually fly over Prague.
The adventure game unfolding Prague myths within the Langweil
model was developed for kids, see Fig. 15 left. One fragment of
the model was created as a paper puzzle and postcard together.
Finally, the resulting 3D model is available on the internet
(Praha.eu, 2010) in VRML format, see Fig. 15 right. For this
purpose, the whole model is subdivided into four parts. While
the geometry is unchanged, textures were significantly reduced
in order to save bandwidth from server to clients.

10. CONCLUSION

Three parts of unique historical scale city model were presented
in this paper together with detailed description of acquisition pro-
cess and data organisation. The model reconstruction processes
were briefly presented. For the full understanding and further
utilization of the input photos, the RAW photos development and
camera calibration processes were described more precisely.
All three parts of Langweil model are accessible for scientists on
the web site. Providing these data to further research, we expect
improvements in algorithms for data reconstruction, mainly in the
process automation and in higher precision of reconstruction. We
believe that these data will be used for a comparison of computer
vision algorithms, too. We plan publishing the most advanced

algorithms used for the whole model reconstruction in more de-
tails, and to compare themwith current state-of-the-art algorithms
tested on these 3 model parts.
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